
A PROBUS TRIP TO BENDIGO TO SEE MARILYN 

MAY 10TH 2016 

(Comments and Photos courtesy Lynn Carter) 

 

Helen Brown kindly organised a PROBUS day outing to Bendigo to see the 

Marilyn Monroe exhibition.  

Early morning at the Glen Waverley Station saw the travellers, 12 ladies and 1 

lonely male board the train to Southern Cross Station to link up with the 

Bendigo V-Line train. The 2 hour talking trip on the full carriages was only 

interrupted by the ticket inspectors and the Bendigo Volunteers to explain the 

arrangements on arrival in Bendigo.  The train arrived about 11.00am and buses 

were waiting to take the group into View Street Bendigo. 

The day started out overcast, there were light showers on the way but as we 

neared Bendigo the sun was starting to shine. 

Arrangements were in place for a Lunch at the Rifle Brigade Hotel, our group 

arrived early and waited briefly for the Hotel to open. 

After the lunch, enjoyed by all, the group walked down View Street, window 

shopping/viewing whilst some visited the large Marilyn sculpture in the park. 

Helen then gave everyone their tickets to enter the Art Gallery for the 

exhibition where two more members joined the group, having driven to Bendigo, 

now there were 15. The tickets allowed us a couple of hours in the exhibition to 

view the various Marilyn items of interest, ie. Short movie clips, dresses and 

outfits from movies, posters, cards and many other items of historical interest. 

After the exhibition, much Marilyn discussion over a coffee/tea at the Gallery 

Cafe, then a short walk to the big Marilyn Sculpture and it was time to go back 

to the station to catch the 4.03pm train home.  

Photographs were not allowed in the exhibition so could only be taken around 

town and at the 8 metre tall sculpture in Rosalind Park. 

Everyone enjoyed the day and a big thank you goes to Helen for organising the 

event. Some photographs of the day attached. Sorry, no group shots taken. 
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     The “Forever Marilyn” sculpture, 8metres tall, in Rosalind Park Bendigo  


